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Abstract

The so-called “fixed effects” approach to the estimation of panel data models suffers from

the limitation that it is not possible to estimate the coefficients on explanatory variables that

are time-invariant. This is in contrast to a “random effects” approach, which achieves this

by making much stronger assumptions on the relationship between the explanatory variables

and the individual-specific effect. In a linear model, it is possible to obtain the best of both

worlds by making random effects-type assumptions on the time-invariant explanatory variables

while maintaining the flexibility of a fixed effects approach when it comes to the time-varying

covariates. This paper attempts to do the same for some popular nonlinear models.
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1 Introduction

When analyzing panel data one is often interested in the coefficients on both time-varying and time-

invariant explanatory variables. This generates a tension among competing assumptions, since the

estimation of the coefficients on time-varying explanatory variables typically allows for so-called

fixed effects, while estimating the coefficients on the time-invariant explanatory variables requires

stronger assumptions. This, for example, is one of the issues1 that motivated the work of Hausman

and Taylor (1981). They studied linear panel data models and their approach is (essentially)

to first estimate the coefficients on the time-varying explanatory variables under a set of fixed

effects assumptions on the relationship between the individual-specific effect and the time-varying

explanatory variables. They then combine this with a set of random-effects assumptions on the

relationship between the time-invariant explanatory variables and the individual–specific effect.

Specifically, suppose that

yit = x′itβ + z′iγ + αi + εit for t = 1, · · · , Ti and i = 1, · · · , n.

By defining α̃i = z′iγ + αi, this becomes yit = x′itβ + α̃i + εit. This is a standard linear panel data

model and β can be estimated using well-established methods. Since yit−x′itβ = z′iγ+αi + εit, the

coefficient on the time-invariant explanatory variable, γ, can then be estimated by linear regression

techniques such as least squares or instrumental variables methods, depending on the assumption

on the relationship between αi + εit and zi.

The purpose of this paper is to generalize this idea to some nonlinear models of the type

yit = g
(
x′itβ + z′iγ + αi + εit

)
(1)

where the aim is to provide estimates of both β and γ. Examples of nonlinear models where this

1The paper by Hausman and Taylor (1981) was also concerned with endogenous explanatory variables. The focus

here is only on the introduction of time-invariant explanatory variables.
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could be relevant include the discrete choice model, the censored regression model and the Poisson

regression model, as well as more general multiplicative regression models. Clearly, in these models

it is impossible to make progress without assumptions about the relationship between zi and αi.

On the other hand, if one treats z′iγ + αi as a fixed effect, then β can be estimated using the

methods proposed in, for example, Rasch (1960), Manski (1987), Honoré (1992) and Hausman,

Hall, and Griliches (1984). The contribution here is to demonstrate how combining these estimates

with stronger assumptions on the relationship between zi and αi, can be used to estimate γ.

Section 2 outlines the estimation procedures we investigate. They all take existing estimators

for nonlinear fixed effects models as a starting point, and then impose additional assumptions to

estimate the coefficients on the time-invariant covariates. In section 3, we investigate the practical

performance of the proposed estimators. We do this by performing Monte Carlo studies and by

applying our approach to empirical questions considered in the existing literature.

Multiplicative models have been used extensively to study trade flows. The explanatory vari-

ables often include both time-varying and time-invariant variables. Some of these are specific to

the importer, some are specific to the exporter, and some are specific to the pair. In section

4, we discuss how to generalize our approach to allow for importer-specific, exporter-specific and

pair-specific fixed effects. This follows the approach of Charbonneau (2013). Section 5 concludes.

2 Outline of Estimators

In this section, we outline the estimators investigated in this paper. We first consider the Poisson

regression model studied in Hausman, Hall, and Griliches (1984). Since the conditional expectation

is multiplicative, it is fairly easy to mimic the strategy for linear models to construct estimates for

the time-invariant explanatory variables. The resulting approach applies to general multiplicative
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models and not just to Poisson regression models.

It is also possible to construct estimators for nonlinear models that are not multiplicative. In

section 2.3 we propose a matching approach that works for many nonlinear models but requires a

fairly strong statistical assumption on the errors. We also propose a method that is specific to the

censored regression model but requires weaker assumptions.

2.1 Poisson Regression

Suppose that yit is Poisson distributed with conditional mean exp (x′itβ + z′iγ + αi). Hausman, Hall,

and Griliches (1984) showed that the conditional distribution of {yit}Tit=1 given ({xit}Tit=1 , zi, αi,
Ti∑
t=1

yit)

depends on β but not on (zi, αi). This suggests estimating β by a conditional likelihood approach.

Lancaster (2002) proved that the resulting estimator for β is identical to the estimator that treats

all the (z′iγ + αi)’s as parameters to be estimated.

Once β has been estimated, we can proceed by noting that E
[
e−x

′
itβyit

∣∣∣ (zi, αi)] = exp (z′iγ + αi).

So if E [eαi | zi] is constant, then γ can be estimated by nonlinear least squares where the depen-

dent variable is e−x
′
itβ̂yit and the mean function is specified as exp (z′iγ + γ0). Of course, γ can also

be estimated by (pseudo) Poisson maximum likelihood. See Gourieroux, Monfort, and Trognon

(1984).

Alternatively, we note that E

[
Ti∑
t=1

yit

∣∣∣∣ ({xit}Tit=1 , zi, αi, Ti

)]
=

Ti∑
t=1

exp (x′itβ + z′iγ + αi), so

E

( Ti∑
t=1

yit

)(
Ti∑
t=1

exp
(
x′itβ

))−1∣∣∣∣∣∣
(
{xit}Tit=1 , zi, αi, Ti

) = exp
(
z′iγ + αi

)
,

which suggests using

(
Ti∑
t=1

yit

)(
Ti∑
t=1

exp
(
x′itβ̂

))−1
as the dependent variable in a nonlinear least

squares estimation where the mean function is specified as exp (z′iγ + γ0). This is intuitively appeal-

ing because

(
Ti∑
t=1

yit

)(
Ti∑
t=1

exp
(
x′itβ̂

))−1
is the maximum likelihood estimator of exp (z′iγ + αi) if

all the exp
(
z′jγ + αj

)
’s and β were estimated jointly by maximum likelihood.
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When γ is estimated by nonlinear least squares in a second step, the estimate can be interpreted

without the assumption that E [eαi | zi] is constant. Specifically, consider the standard multiplicative

model with fixed effects, E [yit|xit, φi] = exp (x′itβ)φi. This model includes the fixed effects Poisson

model as a special case. Without additional assumptions it is clearly impossible to include time-

invariant explanatory variables in xit. On the other hand, it may still be interesting to understand

the relationship between φi and a set of time-invariant explanatory variables, zi. For example,

inspired by OLS one might consider the best linear approximation to E [φi|zi], where “best” is

defined in a mean squared error sense. However, since φi is nonnegative, it seems more natural to

approximate E [φi|zi] by functions of the form exp (c+ z′iγ). Nonlinear least squares estimation of

γ as described in the previous paragraph estimates the parameters in the best approximation of

this type (in a mean squared error sense).2

2.2 Connection to Multiplicative Models

The Poisson regression model is popular in part because maximum likelihood estimation of this

model provides a consistent estimator in a more general multiplicative model, in which the mean

of a dependent variable is modelled as the exponential of a linear index. See Gourieroux, Mon-

fort, and Trognon (1984). This robustness carries over to applications of the maximum condi-

tional Poisson likelihood estimator to panel data multiplicative models. Specifically, assume that

E
[
yit|
(
{xit}Tit=1 , zi, αi, Ti

)]
= exp (x′itβ) exp (z′iγ) eαi . Then the maximum conditional Poisson

likelihood estimator that treats z′iγ+αi as a fixed effect will be consistent and asymptotically nor-

mal. See Cameron and Trivedi (2005). Afterwards, γ can be estimated as above, treating e−x
′
itβ̂yit

2Of course, the phrase “mean squared” assumes a distribution with which to calculate the mean. If one wants to

refer to the cross-sectional distribution of (φi, zi) then only one observation for each cross-sectional unit should be

used (as in the previous paragraph). On the other hand, if “mean” refers to the distribution in the data set, then

each individual should have an observation corresponding to each time period.
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as a dependent variable with mean exp (z′iγ + γ0).

More generally, suppose that E
[
yit|
(
{xiτ}τ≤t , zi, αi

)]
= exp (x′itβ) exp (z′iγ) eαi . Following

Wooldridge (1997), β then satisfies the conditional moment condition

E
[
ex
′
isβyit − ex

′
itβyis

∣∣∣ ({xiτ}τ≤s , zi, αi)] = 0 (2)

for s < t. Equation (2) implies the unconditional moment conditions

E
[(
ex
′
isβyit − ex

′
itβyis

)
g
(
{xiτ}τ≤s , zi

)]
= 0 (3)

for arbitrary functions g (provided that the moments exists). If one is willing to assume that (3)

actually identifies β, then β can be estimated by generalized method of moments. Afterwards, γ

can be estimated as above.

2.3 Other Limited Dependent Variable Models

The approach for estimating the Poisson and other multiplicative models depends crucially on

the multiplicative structure of the conditional mean. We now discuss a more general strategy

for estimating (β, γ) in (1). Again, the idea is to proceed in the same way as for the linear

model and think of z′iγ + αi as an individual-specific fixed effect. We can then estimate β using

some existing estimator. Then the question is how to estimate γ in a model of the type yit =

g (wit + z′iγ + αi + εit), where wit = x′itβ. The complication is that a potential correlation between

wit and αi will cause problems even if zi is independent of αi + εit.

One potential solution is to identify pairs of observations indexed by it and js such that wit =

wjs. If zi is independent of αi + εit conditional on wit , then such pairs will allow one to essentially

treat wit as a fixed effect for that pair. This strategy benefits from being general, but it is not easy

to digest the assumption that zi is independent of αi + εit conditional on wit. One case where it is

satisfied is if zi is a treatment that is assigned at random independently of all other characteristics
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of the individual. Such cases are quite special and we therefore also consider alternative approaches

that are more specific to the models mentioned in the introduction.

2.3.1 Discrete Choice

Consider first the logit model yit = 1 {x′itβ + z′iγ + αi + εit ≥ 0}, where εit is i.i.d. and logistically

distributed and independent of ({xit} , zi, αi). Rasch (1960) proposed estimating β by maximizing

the likelihood conditional on
∑Ti

t=1 yit. The resulting estimator is consistent and asymptotically

normal. Having estimated β, the question then becomes how to estimate γ in a model of the type

yit = 1 {wit + z′iγ + αi + εit ≥ 0} where wit = x′itβ. If αi and zi are independent conditional on wit

then

P (yit = 1|wit = k, zi) ≶ P (yjs = 1|wjs = k, zj) iff z′iγ ≶ z′jγ.

If β were known and x′itβ discretely distributed, then the approach of Manski (1987) and Han

(1987) suggests estimating γ by

γ̃ = arg max
g

(
n

2

)−1∑
i<j

wij

Ti∑
t=1

Tj∑
s=1

1
{
x′itβ = x′jsβ

}
sign (yit − yjs) sign

(
(zi − zj)′g

)
.

With β unknown and x′itβ continuously distributed, one could then use

γ̂ = arg max
g

(
n

2

)−1 1

hn

∑
i<j

wij

Ti∑
t=1

Tj∑
s=1

K

(
(xit − xjs)′ β̂

hn

)
sign (yit − yjs) sign

(
(zi − zj)′g

)
, (4)

where K is a kernel and hn a bandwidth chosen so that in the limit, only pairs with x′itβ = x′jsβ

will contribute to γ̂. If it is reasonable to assume that zi and αi are independent conditional

on (xi1, · · · , xiT ), but not conditional on x′itβ, then it would be appropriate to match on xi = xj

rather than x′itβ = x′jsβ. Although this should work in theory, we suspect that the high dimensional

matching will make the estimator perform poorly in small samples.

Rasch’s (1960) approach to estimating β does not work if εit is not i.i.d. logistic. One could

argue that the logistic assumption is strong, and that it would be better to apply Manski’s (1987)
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maximum score estimator in the first step. We do not pursue this here because Chamberlain (2010)

has shown that if the support of the explanatory variables is bounded, then point identification is

possible only in the logit case. Moreover, he showed that even if the support is unbounded, β can

be estimated at the usual
√
n- rate only in the logit case.

We finally note that if zi is independent of vit = αi+ εit, then it is possible to estimate γ by the

method in Lewbel (2000). Specifically, suppose we know that the coefficient of the first element of

zi is positive. We can then write yit = 1 {x′itβ/γ1 + z̃′iγ̃/γ1 + zi1 + vit/γ1 ≥ 0} with zi = (zi1, z̃
′
i)
′.

Since zi1 is independent of vit, we can then think of zi1 as a “special regressor” in the sense of Lewbel

(2000) and construct estimators of β/γ1 and γ̃/γ1 using his method. If the errors are logistically

distributed, we can combine this with an estimate of β to recover γ1 (and hence γ) as well. On the

other hand, if the distribution of εit is left unspecified, then one can at most hope to identify β and

γ up to scale. Lewbel’s (2000) approach to estimation requires strong assumptions on the support

and tail-behavior of the special regressor. In practice, it is probably useful to impose additional

assumptions such as symmetry, and then follow the approach of Chen, Khan, and Tang (2013).

2.3.2 Censored Regression

Consider the fixed effects censored regression model given by yit = max{0, x′itβ + z′iγ + αi + εit}.

Honoré (1992) showed that with two observations for each individual, and with the error terms

being i.i.d. for a given individual,3

β = arg min
b
E[q

(
yi1, yi2, (xi1 − xi2)′ b

)
], (5)

3The assumption on the error terms made in Honoré (1992) allowed for very general serial correlation. However,

for the discussion in this paper we will restrict ourselves to the i.i.d. assumption.
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where

q(y1, y2, δ) =


Ξ(y1)− (y2 + δ)ξ(y1) if δ ≤ −y2;
Ξ(y1 − y2 − δ) if −y2 < δ < y1;
Ξ(−y2)− (δ − y1)ξ(−y2) if y1 ≤ δ;

and Ξ(d) is given by4 either Ξ(d) = |d| or Ξ(d) = d2. See also Arellano and Honoré (2001). We can

therefore construct estimators for β by minimizing the sample analog of (5),

Sn(b) ≡ 1

n

∑
i

wi
∑
s<t

q
(
yis, yit, (xis − xit)′ b

)
,

where wi is a weight that is assumed to be independent of {εit}Tit=1.

Once β has been estimated, we can proceed as above and assume that zi and αi are independent

conditional on x′itβ. Under random sampling this implies that αi+εit will be distributed like αj+εjs

conditional on x′itβ = x′jsβ. We can apply a pairwise comparison estimator in the spirit of Honoré

and Powell (1994) and Honoré and Powell (2005) to estimate γ

γ̂ = arg min
g

(
n

2

)−1 1

hn

∑
i<j

wij

Ti∑
t=1

Tj∑
s=1

K

(
(xit − xjs)′ β̂

hn

)
q(yit, yjs, (zi − zj)′g). (6)

Again, if zi and αi are independent conditional on (xi1, · · · , xiT ), but not conditional on x′itβ, then

one would match on xi = xj rather than on x′itβ = x′jsβ.

The censored regression model is an example for which it is possible to construct an estima-

tor under weaker assumptions than those needed for γ̂ above. Suppose, for example, that xit is

composed of a set of binary variables. Then x′itβ is bounded from below by
∑

` min {β`, 0} and

max

{
yit − x′itβ,−

∑
`

min {β`, 0}

}
= max

{
max

(
z′iγ + αi + εit,−x′itβ

)
,−
∑
`

min {β`, 0}

}

= max

{
z′iγ + αi + εit,−x′itβ,−

∑
`

min {β`, 0}

}
= max

{
z′iγ + αi + εit,−

∑
`

min {β`, 0}

}

or

max

{
yit − x′itβ +

∑
`

min {β`, 0} , 0

}
= max

{
z′iγ + α̃i + εit, 0

}
,

4Other convex loss functions, Ξ (·), could be used as well.
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where α̃i = αi+
∑

` min {β`, 0} . Depending on the assumptions made on the distribution of αi+εit

given zi, this can be used to construct a number of estimators of γ. For example, with ỹit =

max
{
yit − x′itβ̂ +

∑
` min

{
β̂`, 0

}
, 0
}

, Powell’s (1984) CLAD estimator would minimize

∑
i,t

∣∣ỹit −max
{

0, z′ig + g0
}∣∣

with respect to5 (g, g0). Honoré and Powell’s (1994) pairwise comparison estimator would minimize

∑
i<j

Ti∑
t=1

Tj∑
s=1

q(ỹit, ỹjs, (zi − zj)′g). (7)

The estimation approaches discussed here imply a two-step procedure. Deriving the joint asymp-

totic distribution of such estimators is well understood when both steps are based on (generalized)

method of moments. See, for example, Newey (1984). On the other hand, this does not cover

the matched pairwise comparison estimator in equations (4) and (6). It is straightforward to de-

rive the asymptotic variance for this estimator, mimicking the line of argument in, for example,

Aradillas-Lopez, Honoré, and Powell (2007).

3 Practical Performance

This section illustrates the properties of some of the estimation strategies discussed above. We

begin by investigating the performance of the Poisson estimation strategy in a setting where the

data-generating process has the more general multiplicative structure. We present the results from

a Monte Carlo study designed to compare the performance of the proposed two-step fixed effects

estimator to the random effects Poisson estimator implemented in Stata and to a correlated random

effects estimator (CRE) that included the average of the time-varying explanatory variables as a

covariate. After discussing the Monte Carlo results, we illustrate the method in an empirical setting.

5The inclusion of g0 is required to allow for a non-zero median of α̃i + εit.
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We also compare the matched pairwise comparison estimator (MPCE) defined in equation (6) for

the censored regression model to the random effects and correlated random effects Tobit estimators

implemented in Stata. Again, we do this in a Monte Carlo study as well as in an empirical example.

All the experiments use 400 replications and all bootstrap procedures are based on 200 draws.

3.1 Monte Carlo Evidence for Poisson Estimation of the Multiplicative Model

In this subsection we present the results from a Monte Carlo experiment that illustrates the Poisson

regression approach discussed in section 2.1. Since the Poisson model is quite restrictive, we consider

a more general data-generating process with the same structure on the conditional expectation as

the Poisson regression model. In this design, which we label Design 1a, the dependent variable is

yit = exp
(
c+ x′itβ + z′iγ + αi + εit

)
.

We have four time-varying covariates x1it ∼ U [0, 1] + αi + 1
2 (zi1 + zi2), x2it ∼ U [0, 1] · αi, xkit ∼

U [0, 1] for k = 3, 4 with the true parameter vector β = (0.5, 0, 0, 0)′. We consider two time-invariant

variables z1i ∼ U [0, 1], z2i ∼ N (0, 1) with the true parameter vector γ = (0, 0.2). The constant, c,

is set to −3. Finally, αi ∼ U [0.5, 1.5] and εit ∼ U [0, 1].6

We consider two sample sizes, n = 125 and n = 250, and set T = 4. By microeconometric

standards, these are modest sample sizes. One would expect the normal approximations to the

distributions of the estimators and test statistics to be better in larger samples. On the other

hand, there is no reason to think that biases in inconsistent estimators will depend on sample size.

We analyze the performance of three estimators. The first is the random effects Poisson max-

imum likelihood estimator (RE Poisson) implemented in Stata as xtpoisson. It imposes the

restriction that eαi is gamma distributed. The second estimator is the correlated random effects

6With this design, the variance of x′itβ+z′iγ is approximately 50% higher than the variance of the combined error,

αi + εit.
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estimator (CRE Poisson), which includes individual-specific means of the time-varying variables in

the regression equation (Mundlak (1978)) and estimates the regression equation with xtpoisson.

The third estimator is the two-step fixed effects estimator (TSFE) proposed in section 2.1. First, we

estimate β by maximum conditional pseudo-likelihood. This estimator is used to calculate yite
−x′itβ̂,

which is then the dependent variable in a Poisson regression model with the mean exp (ziγ + γ0).

As mentioned in section 2.1, we could also have estimated γ by nonlinear least squares. This would

have given the estimates a nice semiparametric interpretation as the coefficients in a well-defined

approximation. The reason why we do not do this is that Poisson pseudo maximum likelihood

implicitly down-weights large observations. This makes it less likely that the estimates are driven

by a few large outliers.

Table 1 presents the performance of the three estimators in terms of median bias and median

absolute error. The RE Poisson is clearly biased for both β and γ. CRE Poisson, which is intended

to alleviate the problem of the unobserved heterogeneity and to allow for some correlation between

α and the covariates, performs well for the coefficients on the time-varying variables. However, it

is more biased for the estimates on the time-invariant variables than RE Poisson, which ignores

this dependence entirely. The TSFE performs well for both types of variables and outperforms the

other two estimators. Increasing the sample size improves the TSFE, while the measures for the

RE and CRE Poisson remain largely unchanged. This is to be expected as these estimators are

inconsistent and the bias in the estimators tends to dominate their variability for the sample sizes

considered.

Design 1a is somewhat special because the whole data-generating process is log-linear. To

illustrate that the performance of the two-step fixed effects estimator is not driven by this, we also

consider a slightly modified version of the previous design. Specifically, for the results in Table 2,

we first generate a dependent variable as above. We then change it to zero with probability 0.1 and
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multiply it by 0.9−1 with probability 0.9. This preserves the conditional expectation of Design 1a,

but the zeros prevent one from estimating the parameters of interest after taking logs. The results

of this experiment with n = 125 are presented in Table 2. In terms of biases, the results are similar

to those in Table 1, and – as one would expect – the additional noise increases the variance of the

estimators compared to the same estimators in Table 1.

Of course, if the random effects Poisson model is correctly specified, then one would expect the

random effects maximum likelihood estimator to be efficient. We therefore modify the experiment

above to a model in which the random effects specification is correct. We keep β, γ, and the

distribution of (xit, zi), and draw the random effect from a Γ (2, 2) distribution independently of

(xit, zi). We label this Design 1b. Table 3 presents the results for the three estimators with n = 125.

As expected, RE Poisson displays a lower median absolute error than TSFE and CRE Poisson.

Table 4 shows the mean and standard deviation for the p–values for testing the true hypothesis

that (γ1, γ2) = (0, 0.2) for the three data-generating processes and for each of the three estimators.7

As expected, the TSFE approach proposed here performs well for all three designs. The random

effects approaches only perform well in Design 1b.

3.2 Empirical Illustration for Poisson Estimation of the Multiplicative Model:

Estimation of Doctor Consultations

As an illustration of the Poisson regression model, we estimate a model of doctor consultations

using data from the German Socio-Economic Panel. We use the data in Winkelmann (2004).8 The

data set is an unbalanced panel over the years 1995–1999. Detailed information about the data

7If the tests are valid, then the p-values should be U (0, 1)-distributed with mean 0.5 and standard deviation

approximately 0.29.

8This data set was downloaded from http://qed.econ.queensu.ca/jae/2004-v19.4/winkelmann/.
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is given in that paper. Here we focus on individuals with completed education. Thus, we use

individuals who are between 30 and 60 years old. For each individual, we calculate the maximum

level of education and delete years in which the education level is lower than that maximum. In our

estimation procedure, only individuals who are observed for at least two years contribute. Keeping

these units, this leads to a data set of 5, 214 individuals and a total number of observations of

20, 969. Our dependent variable of interest is the number of doctor consultations. We estimate a

Poisson model with mean exp (x′itβ + z′iγ + αi).

The time-invariant variables in the model are the individual’s age in 1995 (Age), years of

schooling (Education), and a gender dummy (Male). Age2 is the square of a person’s age in each

year; it is time-varying. Married indicates whether a person is married. Household size is the

number of persons living in the household. Sport is one if a person engages in sports at least

once per week. Good health and Bad health are binary variables indicating whether the self-

reported health status is good or bad. The binary variable Social assistance is one if the person

receives welfare payments and Income is the logarithm of the income per month. The individual’s

working status is measured by three dummy variables: Full-time employed, Part-time employed,

and Unemployed. The dummy variables Winter, Spring, and Fall are one depending on the quarter

of the year in which the interview took place. We additionally include year dummies.

Table 4 shows the results of using the random effects Poisson estimator (RE Poisson), the

correlated random effects Poisson estimator (CRE Poisson) and the two-step fixed effects estimator

(TSFE) proposed here. Men go to the doctor less frequently than women. Better education leads to

fewer doctor consultations. Good health decreases the number of doctor visits; bad health has the

opposite effect. Financial factors such as income and welfare payments exhibit no significant impact

on the number of doctor visits. Also, employment status does not tend to affect the number of

visits to the doctor. The sign of the significant coefficients is the same but the size of the parameter
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estimators differs slightly between the three estimation approaches.

For all estimators we report the bootstrapped standard errors. We also ran the RE and CRE

Poisson with nonrobust analytical standard errors. The bootstrap standard errors were twice as

big as the analytical standard errors, suggesting misspecification of the random effects model.

To further investigate this, we estimated the variance of the difference in two estimators by the

bootstrap test. We used this to test the null hypothesis that two estimators estimate the same

parameter vector for three pairs. The χ2 test statistics for testing the equality of RE and CRE

Poisson, RE Poisson and TSFE, and CRE Poisson and TSFE are 230.73, 275.33, and 179.75,

respectively. These values clearly reject the corresponding null hypothesis. We interpret this as

evidence against the random effects assumptions.

3.3 Monte Carlo Evidence for Censored Regression

The matched pairwise comparison estimator (MPCE) requires that zi and αi be independent con-

ditional on x′itβ. This is a strong assumption. One of the simplest designs in which it is satisfied

is when αi is independent of (xit, zi). We therefore first illustrate the performance of the MPCE

estimator in that case. Specifically, in Design 2a xkit ∼ N (0, 1) for k = 1, · · · , 4 and x5it = x1it ·x2it.

There are two independent elements of zi with zi1 ∼ N (0, 1) + 1
2

∑4
t=1 x1,it and z2i ∼ χ2 (1). The

true parameters are β = (2,−0.5, 0, 0, 0)′ and γ = (2,−2)′. Finally αi =
(
χ2 (1)− 1

)
/
√

2 and

εit = 3 ((1 + αi)$it + αi), where $it is a mixture of an N
(
− 3

10 ,
1
4

)
and an N

(
6
5 ,

11
5

)
; the mixing

probabilities are 0.8 and 0.2, respectively.9 The constant, c, is set to 4. With this specification, the

censoring probability is approximately 38% and the variance of x′itβ + z′iγ is slightly smaller than

that of αi + εit. Specifically, the R2 in an infeasible regression using the y’s before censoring would

9This implies that the mean of $it is 0 and the variance 1. This particular mixed normal distribution was chosen

because it was also used in the paper by Honoré and Powell (1994).
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be approximately 0.47. This is a random effects design in which the individual-specific effect and

the transitory errors are both quite nonnormal, and the main question addressed by the Monte

Carlo experiment is the sensitivity of the MPCE and MLE estimators to nonnormality. The choice

of the distribution of the explanatory variables is arbitrary except that we avoid joint normality,

since some estimators perform unexpectedly with joint normality. As before, the sample sizes are

n = 125 and n = 250 with T = 4. For the MPCE we use Ξ (d) = d2.

Implementing the MPCE requires a bandwidth and a kernel. Since semi- and nonparametric

estimators typically are much more sensitive to the choice of bandwidth than the kernel, we consider

only estimators with the standard normal density as the kernel and ignore the possibility that the

small sample performance of the estimator would improve if a bias-reducing kernel was used.

We apply Silverman’s rule of thumb (equation 3.31 in Silverman (1986)), hn = 0.9σ̂n−1/5, as

the point of departure for the bandwidth. Since asymptotic normality of the estimator (centered

at the truth) will require undersmoothing, this bandwidth is likely to be too large. We therefore

refer to this as “large bandwidth.” We also consider bandwidths of 0.9σ̂n−1/5/2 (“medium”) and

0.9σ̂n−1/5/4 (“small”) as well as bandwidths that are ten times smaller (“very small”) and ten

times larger than the medium bandwidth (“very large”).

Table 6 presents the median bias and median absolute deviation (from the median) for the esti-

mators of γ1 and γ2 for the five bandwidths when n = 125. Overall, the estimators are surprisingly

insensitive to the choice of bandwidth, although the results are consistent with the prediction that

larger bandwidths give larger bias but lower variation. To evaluate the usefulness of the asymptotic

normal distribution, we also calculate the p-value for the Wald tests of the true hypothesis that

(γ1, γ2) = (2,−2). The second part of Table 6 shows the resulting means and standard deviations,

when the variance of the estimator is estimated using the analytical expression and using a simple

bootstrap. Most of the p-values have mean and standard deviation close to 0.5 and 0.29, which
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suggests that the asymptotics provide a good approximation to the behavior of the estimator. The

exception is that the analytic estimator of the variance seems to perform poorly with the very small

bandwidth. Because of the low sensitivity of the estimator to the bandwidth, we focus on only the

medium bandwidth, the normal kernel and bootstrap standard errors when discussing the MPCE

in the remaining part of this subsection.

We compare the performance of the MPCE with two other estimators: the panel data random

effects Tobit (RE Tobit) estimator implemented in Stata’s xttobit command and the correlated

random effects estimator, which augments the regression equation by the individual-specific means

of the time-varying variables. The augmented equation is then estimated with the xttobit com-

mand. The resulting estimator is labelled the CRE Tobit. Table 7 presents the performance of the

three estimators in terms of median bias and median absolute error for sample sizes n = 125 and

n = 250. All standard errors are calculated using a bootstrap. Assuming normality – as in the

RE Tobit – results in biased estimators for the time-invariant variables. The CRE Tobit performs

even worse for the time-invariant variables and shows only little improvements for the time-varying

parameter estimates. In contrast, the MPCE performs well for both types of variables.

The first line in Table 8 presents summary statistics for the p-values for testing (γ1, γ2) =

(2,−2). While the mean and standard deviation for the p-values of the MPCE are close to those of

a U [0, 1]-distribution, the bias in the point estimates results in severely downwardly biased p-values

of the RE Tobit and CRE Tobit.

The nonnormality of the error components leads to the biases of the RE Tobit. On the other

hand, this estimator will be consistent and asymptotically efficient under normality. To understand

the trade-off between the two approaches, we carry out another experiment, which we label Design

2b, to investigate their relative performance under normality. We keep the construction of xkit and

zi and the parameter values β and γ, but we now assume that αi ∼ N(0, 25) and εit ∼ N(0, 25).
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As before, the censoring probability is approximately 38% and the R2 calculated on the basis of

the uncensored observations is 0.49. We do this experiment for n = 125 and T = 4. Table 9 reports

the numerical measures for the MPCE, RE and CRE Tobit estimators, and the second line of

Table 8 presents summary statistics for the p-values for the Wald test for testing (γ1, γ2) = (2,−2).

As expected, the biases of the RE and CRE Tobit estimators disappear and the moments of the

p-values are closely approximated by those of the uniform distribution. According to the measures

in Table 9, the RE Tobit outperforms the MPCE but the differences are small. Based on these

experiments, we conclude that all three estimators work well under normality, with the RE Tobit

being slightly superior, as one would expect. On the other hand, deviations from normality result

in biased RE and CRE Tobit estimates, while the MPCE continues to perform well.

We next turn to a fixed effects setting. The MPCE assumes independence of zi and αi con-

ditional on x′itβ. One setting where this assumption is reasonable is a randomized experiment.

We therefore consider a second design where we treat the time-invariant variable zi as a binary

treatment indicator. In Design 3a the time-varying variables are xkit ∼ N (0, 1) + αi for k = 1, 2,

xkit ∼ N (0, 1) for k = 3, 4 and x5it = x1it · x2it where the time-invariant individual-specific effect

is generated as αi ∼ N (0, 1). Note that, unlike the previous design, some of the time-varying

variables are correlated with the unobserved heterogeneity. This leads to a data-generating process

in the spirit of fixed effects models. The time-invariant variable zi is a binary (“treatment”) and

independent of everything else with p = 1
2 . The true parameters are β = (1, 0, 0, 0, 0)′ and γ = 2.

The constant, c, is −1. Finally, εit =
√

2 · exp (αi − 1) · νit where νit ∼ N (0, 1). The population R2

in an infeasible regression using the uncensored y’s is around 0.63 and the censoring probability is

53%. The experiments are conducted for n = 125 and T = 4.

The first line of Table 10 shows the mean and standard deviation of the p-values for testing the

hypothesis that γ = 2. The moments of the p-values for the MPCE match the theoretical U [0, 1]-
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distribution, whereas, as expected, the p-values based on RE and CRE Tobit are downwardly

biased. The bias is also evident in Table 11. The RE Tobit is clearly biased for all variables that

are correlated with the unobserved heterogeneity. The CRE Tobit performs better than the RE

Tobit for the time-varying variables. However, the bias and median absolute errors of the CRE

Tobit are worse for the time-invariant variable compared to the RE Tobit. In contrast, the MPCE

performs well for both types of variables and clearly outperforms the RE and CRE Tobit.

The correlation between (x1it, x2it) and αi, and the fact that (αi, εit) is not normally distributed

both lead to inconsistency of xttobit. We therefore also perform the experiment in a random effects

setting that satisfies the parametric assumptions for xttobit. Specifically, we keep the design

from above but eliminate the dependence between (x1it, x2it) and αi, and set εit ∼ N (0, 1). The

population R2 in an infeasible regression using the uncensored y’s is around 0.60 and the censoring

probability is approximately 50%. The second line of Table 10 shows the mean and standard

deviation of the p-values for testing the hypothesis that γ = 2. The moments of the p-values match

those of the theoretical distribution for all the estimators. Table 12 shows the numerical measures

for the estimators. They are fairly similar for all three approaches. As expected, the RE Tobit

maximum likelihood estimator performs best, but the MPCE is not far behind.

3.4 Empirical Illustration for Censored Regression: Earnings and Race

As an illustration of the censored regression model, we estimate a simple model of earnings using

longitudinal data from the Social Security Administration before and after the Civil Rights Act

of 1964. The application builds heavily upon (especially) Chay (1995), Chay and Honoré (1998),

Hu (2002) and Chay and Powell (2001), and we refer the reader to those papers for a detailed

description of the data. We have an unbalanced panel on 9,225 individuals over the years 1963,

1964, 1970, and 1971, yielding a total number of observations of 33,720.
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The basic model is

log (wi) = γ0 + γ1Agei + γ2Educationi + γ3Blacki

+ βAge2it +
∑
t

βtYeart +
∑
t

βBlack×t (Blacki ×Yeart) + αi + εit, (8)

where w denotes earnings, which is censored from above due to the Social Security cap. Age is

time-invariant because of the inclusion of year dummies. Thus, the age variable is the individual’s

age in 1963. Age-squared (Age2), on the other hand, is time-varying. Education measures the

years of schooling and is time-invariant along with the binary variable black. We include year

dummies and set β1963 to zero. To assess the evolution of the black-white earnings gap, we include

interactions between the race dummy and the year dummies. γ0 denotes a constant. In this data

set, wages are censored from above with a censoring probability between 0.46 and 0.49. Twelve

percent of the individuals are black. On average, the education level and wages of blacks are lower

than those of whites. The average gap in wages between blacks and whites decreased over time,

from −0.47 to −0.34.

Table 13 displays the results of estimating (8) using the random effects Tobit estimator (RE

Tobit), the correlated random effects (CRE) Tobit estimator and the MPCE proposed here. The

standard errors are based on the bootstrap. For the MPCE, we use Ξ (d) = d2 and employ the small,

medium and large bandwidths. The estimates using the different bandwidths are fairly similar, a

result that is in line with the results in the previous subsection. The estimators of the RE Tobit,

the CRE Tobit10 and the MPCE differ in size but have the same sign. Our results confirm the

findings in the literature. Older people have higher wages. More education has a positive impact

10In this example, there is little difference between the random effects and the correlated random effects estimator.

In general, the difference is that the correlated random effects estimator includes the average of the time-varying

explanatory variables as a covariate. In this case only the average of age-squared is added since the average of the

year-race interactions are perfectly correlated with race.
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on wages. Blacks have lower wages than whites. The biggest difference in the parameter estimates

is that our estimates are smaller in magnitude than those obtained by the random effects approach.

The last column of Table 13 presents the results from estimating the coefficients on the time-

invariant explanatory variables by minimizing (7). The point estimates resulting from this are in

line with those obtained by the other estimators, but the standard errors are substantially larger.

This is not surprising. This estimator is based on weaker assumptions than the others and the

construction of ỹit adds to the already very heavy censoring.

4 Empirical Application and Extension

As a final empirical application, we use an extension of the multiplicative model proposed above to

estimate a model of bilateral trade flows between countries. Empirical gravity models of the type

considered here have been of great interest in the trade literature for more than a decade. See, for

example, Head and Mayer (2013) for a survey.

We employ the same data as Helpman, Melitz, and Rubinstein (2008).11 It is a balanced panel

covering the years 1980 to 1989 and it reports bilateral trade flows between 158 countries. The

data set also contains information on country and country-pair specific variables such as distance,

sharing a border, having the same legal system, belonging to the WTO, etc.

For this application, the cross-sectional unit denotes the country pair ij, where the first index

i denotes the exporting country and the second index j denotes the importing country. The

dependent variable of interest, yijt, is the trade flow from country i to j in year t, and we estimate

a multiplicative model with a linear index that depends on time-varying covariates, xijt, time-

11This data set was downloaded from http://scholar.harvard.edu/melitz/publications.
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invariant covariates, zij , and a country-pair specific fixed effect, αij ,

E
[
yijt| {xijt}Tt=1 , zij , αij

]
= exp

(
x′ijtβ + z′ijγ + αij

)
.

Although xijt and zij are indexed by both i and j, our setup allows for the possibility that they do

not vary across all of the dimensions. For example, xijt will contain a set of time dummies.

In the application, the time-varying variables are as follows: CU is a binary variable indicating

whether two countries have the same currency or have a 1:1 exchange rate. FTA is binary; it

is one if both countries are part of a free trade agreement. WTOnone and WTOboth are one if

neither or both countries are members of the WTO, respectively. We also include year dummies

for 1981–1989. The time-invariant covariates are variables that are specific to the country pair ij.

Distance is the logarithm of the geographical distance between the capitals. Border is binary; it is

one if both countries share a common border. Island is one if both countries in the pair are islands,

and zero otherwise. Similarly, Landlock is one if both countries in the pair are landlocked, i.e.,

have no access to the coast. Colony is a binary variable that is one if one of the countries in the

pair colonialized the other one. Legal is a binary variable and equals one if both countries in the

pair have the same legal system. Similarly, Language is binary and equals one if both countries

in the pair speak the same language. Religion is a variable measuring the similarity in the shares

of Protestants, Catholics and Muslims in the countries in the pair. A higher number indicates a

bigger similarity.

In the data, more than half of all observations have zero trade flows. Trading countries are

closer to each other in distance. They are more likely to share a common border and less likely

to be completely landlocked. Former colonial relations are slightly more frequent among countries

that are trading with each other. Among trading countries, the probability of both countries being

in the WTO is higher than in the sample in general.
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We first estimate the parameters of the model by the two-step method of moments estimator

outlined in Section 2.1. The results are presented in column three of Table 14. The standard

errors are based on 200 bootstrap replications, where a bootstrap “unit” is an exporter-importer

pair. For comparison, we also estimate the model with the Poisson random effects estimator imple-

mented in Stata and with the correlated random effects estimator as proposed by Mundlak (1978),

which includes individual-specific means of the time-varying variables as additional covariates in

the random effects specification. These results are reported in columns one and two of Table 14.

The difference in the results from the three estimation strategies is much more pronounced for the

coefficients on the time-invariant coefficients than for the time-varying coefficients, and the most

striking finding is the insensitivity of the latter to the estimation method.

We also used Stata’s implementation of the fixed effects maximum conditional Poisson likelihood

estimator to estimate the parameters for the time-varying explanatory variables. As expected, this

resulted in the same point estimates for those parameters as those presented in column three of

Table 14. As a result, they are not included in the table. It is worth noting, however, that different

methods for calculating the standard errors resulted in substantially different results. It is not

surprising that calculating robust standard errors makes a difference, since there is no reason to

believe that trade flows are literally Poisson distributed. On the other hand, the analytic robust

standard errors and those calculated by the bootstrap should be comparable even if the model

is completely misspecified (provided that all theoretical moments are finite). We attribute the

difference to the fact that CU is a dummy variable with mean less than 0.01. One can therefore

think of all observations of one as outliers. In other words, all of the variation in CU is driven by

outliers.12 It is well known that robust standard errors can be sensitive to outliers. We therefore

12Some of the other dummy variables also have very low means. The reason why we focus on Currency Union is that

the estimated standard errors for its coefficient were much more sensitive to whether it was calculated analytically
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also estimated the model without CU. The results are presented in columns four to six of Table 14.

It is natural to modify the gravity model estimated above to allow for exporter and importer

country-specific effects among the time-invariant components. This suggests a model of the type

E
[
yijt|

(
{xijt}Tt=1 , zij , w1i, w2j , η

1
i , η

2
j , αij

)]
= exp

(
x′ijtβ

)
exp

(
z′ijγ

)
exp

(
w′1iδ1 + w′2jδ2

)
eη

1
i eη

2
j eαij ,

where w1i and w2j are exporter- and importer-specific time-invariant explanatory variables such as

whether the country is landlocked. η1i , η
2
j and αij are unobserved country- and pair-specific effects

to be discussed below.

The parameters, β, γ and δ can then be estimated in three steps.

4.1 Estimation of β

The effect of xijt, β, can be estimated as before. This requires no assumptions on η1i , η
2
j and αij .

Specifically, we treat the term exp
(
z′ijγ

)
exp (w′1iδ1 + w′1iδ2) e

η1i eη
2
j eαij as a combined unobserved

pair-specific effect, and we then have the moment condition

E
[
yijt exp

(
x′ijsβ

)
− yijs exp

(
x′ijtβ

)∣∣ {xijt}Tt=1 , zij , w1i, w2j

]
= 0.

This allows us to estimate β. In practice we do this by calculating the maximum conditional

likelihood estimator proposed by Hausman, Hall, and Griliches (1984).

4.2 Estimation of γ

In the estimation of β, exp
(
z′ijγ

)
exp (w′1iδ1 + w′1iδ2) e

η1i eη
2
j eαij was treated as a combined unob-

served pair-specific effect. Distinguishing the effect of the pair-specific time-invariant variables,

zij , from the other country-specific time-invariant variables, w1i and w2j , requires further assump-

tions. We therefore make a random effects-type assumption on the relationship between eαij and

or by bootstrap.
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(
zij , w1i, w2j , η

1
i , η

2
j

)
. Specifically, we assume that E

[
eαij | zij , w1i, w2j , η

1
i , η

2
j

]
is constant. Since

we have not specified the scale of eη
1
i and eη

2
j , there is no loss of generality in assuming that this

constant is one, E
[
eαij | zij , w1i, w2j , η

1
i , η

2
j

]
= 1. This yields

E
[
yijt exp

(
−x′ijtβ

)∣∣ zij , w1i, w2j , η
1
i , η

2
j , αij

]
= exp

(
z′ijγ

)
exp

(
w′1iδ1 + w′2jδ2

)
eη

1
i eη

2
j eαij .

This relationship also holds unconditional on αij , which gives the moment condition

E
[
yijt exp

(
−x′ijtβ

)∣∣ zij , w1i, w2j , η
1
i , η

2
j

]
= exp

(
z′ijγ

)
exp

(
w′1iδ1 + w′2jδ2

)
eη

1
i eη

2
j .

While this does not depend on αij , we still have to deal with the country-specific effects eη
1
i and

eη
2
j . To eliminate those, we follow the approach first proposed in Charbonneau (2013). Consider a

second exporter-importer pair, kl, where i, j, k and ` all differ from each other. Multiplying yijt

with yk`t and rearranging yields

E[
(
yijt exp

(
−x′ijtβ

)
exp

(
−z′ijγ

))
(
yk`t exp

(
−x′k`tβ

)
exp

(
−z′k`γ

))
|
(
zij , w1i, w2j , η

1
i , η

2
j

)
,
(
zk`, w1k, w2`, η

1
k, η

2
`

)
]

=
(

exp
(
w′1iδ1 + w′2jδ2

)
eη

1
i eη

2
j

)(
exp

(
w′1kδ1 + w′2`δ2

)
eη

1
keη

2
`

)
.

We can next eliminate the η’s by subtracting the same expression, but now obtained from the pairs

ykjt and yi`t. This gives the moment condition

0 = E[
(
yijt exp

(
−x′ijtβ

)
exp

(
−z′ijγ

)) (
yk`t exp

(
−x′k`tβ

)
exp

(
−z′k`γ

))
−
(
ykjt exp

(
−x′kjtβ

)
exp

(
−z′kjγ

)) (
yi`t exp

(
−x′i`tβ

)
exp

(
−z′i`γ

))
|zij , zk`, zkj , zi`, w1i, w2j , w1k, w2`, η

1
i , η

2
j , η

1
k, η

2
` ]
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and hence

0 = E[
(
yijt exp

(
−x′ijtβ

)
exp

(
−z′ijγ

)) (
yk`t exp

(
−x′k`tβ

)
exp

(
−z′k`γ

))
(9)

−
(
ykjt exp

(
−x′kjtβ

)
exp

(
−z′kjγ

)) (
yi`t exp

(
−x′i`tβ

)
exp

(
−z′i`γ

))
|zij , zk`, zkj , zi`, w1i, w2j , w1k, w2`].

This allows us to construct many moment conditions for γ once β has been estimated. In order

to use moment conditions that uniquely identify γ and that can be solved relatively efficiently, we

base our estimation on a set of moment conditions that are also in the spirit of Hausman, Hall, and

Griliches (1984). With yijk`t = yijt exp(−x′ijtβ) yk`t exp(−x′k`tβ) and zijk` = zij + zk`, (9) becomes

0 = E
[
yijk`t exp

(
−z′ijk`γ

)
− ykji`t exp

(
−z′kji`γ

)∣∣ zij , zk`, zkj , zi`, w1i, w2j , w1k, w2`

]
. (10)

Now consider maximizing the objective function

E
[
yijk`t log Λ

(
(zijk` − zkji`)′ g

)
+ ykji`t log Λ

(
− (zijk` − zkji`)′ g

)]
,

where Λ (·) is the logistic CDF and Λ′ (·) = Λ (·) (1− Λ (·)). The first-order condition is

0 = E

[
yijk`t

Λ′
(
(zijk` − zkji`)′ g

)
Λ
(
(zijk` − zkji`)′ g

) (zijk` − zkji`) + ykji`t
Λ′
(
− (zijk` − zkji`)′ g

)
Λ
(
− (zijk` − zkji`)′ g

) (− (zijk` − zkji`))

]
= E

[(
yijk`t Λ

(
− (zijk` − zkji`)′ g

)
− ykji`tΛ

(
(zijk` − zkji`)′ g

))
(zijk` − zkji`)

]
= E

(yijk`t exp
(
−z′ijk`g

)
− ykji`t exp

(
−z′kji`g

)) 1

exp
(
−z′ijk`g

)
+ exp

(
−z′kji`g

) (zijk` − zkji`)

 .
(10) implies that this is 0 at g = γ. Moreover, the objective function has the same mathematical

structure as the textbook logit log-likelihood function. Hence, it is concave. As a result g = γ is

the unique maximizer. We therefore estimate γ by minimizing

−
∑

t,i 6=j 6=k 6=`
yijk`t log Λ

(
(zijk` − zkji`)′ g

)
+ ykji`t log Λ

(
− (zijk` − zkji`)′ g

)
. (11)

Note that the summation over t affects just the y’s. Also note that there is no reason to both

compare the exporter-importer pair ij to the exporter-importer pair kl and the exporter-importer
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pair kl to the exporter-importer pair ij. These insights can lead to a significant reduction in the

computational demands for estimating γ.

4.3 Estimation of δ

Finally, if E
[
eη

1
i

∣∣∣w1i, w2j

]
and E

[
eη

2
j

∣∣∣w1i, w2j

]
are constant, then

E
[
yijt exp

(
−x′ijtβ

)
exp

(
−z′ijγ

)∣∣w1i, w2j

]
= exp

(
δ0 + w′1iδ1 + w′2jδ2

)
. (12)

This allows us to estimate δ1 and δ2 (if β and γ have already been estimated).

We implement the estimation of δ1 and δ2 by first replacing β and γ with β̂ and γ̂ and then

applying the Poisson maximum likelihood estimator to (12). The first-order condition for this is

∑(
yijt exp

(
−x′ijtβ̂

)
exp

(
−z′ij γ̂

)
− exp

(
w′1iδ1 + w′2jδ2

))( w1i

w2j

)
= 0 (13)

which corresponds to (12).

4.4 Empirical Findings

Table 15 presents the results of estimating β, γ and δ by the approach discussed in sections (4.1)-

(4.3). The first two columns present the results using Stata’s canned random effects routine. We

list the time-invariant, pair-specific explanatory variables first because the results for those are the

most striking. The parameter estimates for our approach are typically much smaller in magnitude.

Intuitively, this suggests that the fixed effects capture some of the relationships that would otherwise

have been attributed to the covariates. We also note that the random effects estimates suggest that

there is a negative relationship between trade-flows and the exporter and importer countries having

the same legal system. Our results suggest the more plausible positive relationship.

Deriving the estimates of the standard errors of the three-step estimator of (β, γ, δ) is compli-

cated, because the second step involves sums of the form
∑

t,i 6=j 6=k 6=`
which cannot easily be rewritten
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as U–statistics. We also cannot perform a simple bootstrap, because a bootstrap sample will pair

some countries as importers with themselves as exporters. We therefore estimate the standard

errors by subsampling. Specifically, for each subsample, we randomly choose n0 = 20 countries

and estimate the model based on the trade flow between those countries using all time periods.

The standard errors based on 400 subsamples are then scaled down by
√

n0(n0−1)
n(n−1) . This will work

for the estimation of the standard errors of the estimators for β and γ, but not for δ. The reason

is that when δ is estimated, we treat the η1i s (and η2j s) as random effects. Each observation in

the subsample will contribute (n0 − 1) observations that all share the same η1i . In the original

sample, each i will contribute (n − 1) observations that all share the same η1i . So at this point,

the correlation structure is different in the subsample and in the original sample.13 As a result,

we do not present standard errors associated with the estimator of δ. One way that one could

have tackled them would have been to observe that the β and the γ are estimated on the basis of

n (n− 1) importer-exporter combinations. On the other hand, δ is based on a sample in which there

are only n draws of the η1i s (and η2j s). So asymptotically, one could justify ignoring the estimation

error in β and γ when estimating the standard errors of coefficients on w1i and w2j . We do not

pursue this, because it takes the error structure in the model more seriously than we want to.

To further illustrate the potential of the approach, we perform a simple Monte Carlo simulation.

To mimic the empirical application, we generate data with n = 158 and T = 10 from the model

yijt = exp
(
x′ijtβ

)
exp

(
z′ijγ

)
exp

(
w′1iδ1 + w′2jδ2

)
eη

1
i eη

2
j eαijeεijt .

In order to avoid large outliers in the distribution of yijt, we focus on bounded explanatory variables.

The fixed effects, αij , η
1
i and η2j , are all uniformly distributed on the interval (0, 1). There are two

pair-specific time-varying explanatory variables. xijt1 follows a standard uniform distribution and

13If we used only a subset of the time periods, then the αij ’s would have caused the same problem for the estimation

of the standard errors of γ.
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xijt2 is generated as a standard uniform plus αij . There are also two time-invariant pair-specific

explanatory variables. zij1 follows a standard uniform distribution and zij2 is generated as a

standard uniform plus η1i + η2j . Finally, there are two i-specific and two j-specific time-invariant

explanatory variables. These are all also drawn from uniform distributions. We draw the errors,

εijt, from a normally distributed stationary AR (1) with V [εijt] = 1 and cov [εijt−1, εijt] = 0.3. The

results presented in Table 16 are consistent with our expectations. Our approach tends to produce

estimators with lower bias, whereas the likelihood-based estimators have less variability.

In the simulation, we also mimicked the subsampling method for constructing standard errors

for the estimation of β and γ. The standard deviations of the t-statistics for testing the true

parameter values for those four parameters lies between 1.08 and 1.13. We see this as evidence in

support of the subsampling method for calculating the standard errors of β and γ.

5 Concluding Remarks

When studying panel data, one is often interested in the effects of both time-invariant and time-

varying explanatory variables. This results in a tension: the effects of time-varying covariates can

be investigated under fixed effects assumptions, whereas it is essentially only possible to estimate

the effect of the time-invariant covariates under stronger random effects assumptions. It is well

understood how to combine these assumptions, and proceed to estimation in linear panel data

models. This paper attempts to do the same for some popular nonlinear models.

The Poisson regression model is used to illustrate how a specific approach can be used to estimate

models with weak assumptions on the unobservables in a specific model. This approach applies to

a general class of multiplicative models. We also introduce a more generic matching method. This

leads to a more general approach than in a random effects model, but it still makes fairly demanding
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assumptions on the relationship between the covariates and the individual-specific effects. For both

cases, we present the results of Monte Carlo experiments that illustrate the usefulness of the new

methods in situations where a random effects model would result in misleading parameter estimates

and where a pure fixed effects approach would make inference on the time-invariant explanatory

variables impossible.

We use this to estimate Poisson regression panel data models for the number of doctor visits

using data from the German Socio-Economic Panel. While point estimates are not extremely

different from those obtained using a random effects model, a simple specification test soundly

rejects the random effects model in favor of our more general assumptions. For the censored

regression model we re-examine the effect of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 on earnings using top-

coded Social Security earnings. In this case the main parameter of interest is the coefficient on the

interaction of the time dummies and race. This can be estimated using an existing fixed effects

approach, and the main added-value of our approach is to also allow for estimation of the coefficients

on education, birth-cohort and race without making a full set of random effects assumptions.

We finally apply our approach to estimation of panel data models with both time-varying and

time-invariant covariates to a fairly standard gravity model of trade. This part of the paper makes

both a methodological and an empirical contribution by allowing for both exporter-importer pair-

specific effects and pure exporter- or importer-specific effects. This section leaves open the question

of how to derive an analytic expression for the asymptotic variance of the parameter vector. We

leave this for future research.
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Table 1: Multiplicative model Design 1a − RE Poisson, CRE Poisson, and TSFE,

Multiplicative data-generating process with fixed effects

β1 β2 β3 β4 γ1 γ2

n = 125

RE Poisson

Median bias 0.433 0.166 −0.001 −0.003 −0.211 −0.216

Median absolute error 0.433 0.166 0.046 0.041 0.211 0.216

CRE Poisson

Median bias −0.002 −0.003 −0.001 −0.002 −0.333 −0.338

Median absolute error 0.038 0.041 0.044 0.042 0.333 0.338

TSFE

Median bias −0.004 −0.001 −0.004 −0.001 0.007 0.003

Median absolute error 0.036 0.040 0.045 0.042 0.068 0.028

n = 250

RE Poisson

Median bias 0.439 0.172 0.002 0.004 −0.218 −0.220

Median absolute error 0.439 0.172 0.031 0.030 0.218 0.220

CRE Poisson

Median bias −0.001 0.002 −0.002 −0.001 −0.341 −0.341

Median absolute error 0.026 0.027 0.030 0.030 0.341 0.341

TSFE

Median bias −0.004 0.002 −0.002 −0.002 0.005 0.001

Median absolute error 0.027 0.025 0.030 0.029 0.050 0.021

Table 2: Multiplicative model Design 1a with zeros − RE Poisson, CRE Poisson, and TSFE,

Multiplicative data-generating process with fixed effects, n = 125

β1 β2 β3 β4 γ1 γ2

RE Poisson

Median bias 0.437 0.178 0.007 0.007 −0.218 −0.222

Median absolute error 0.437 0.178 0.061 0.060 0.218 0.222

CRE Poisson

Median bias 0.001 0.000 0.007 0.009 −0.344 −0.341

Median absolute error 0.065 0.062 0.062 0.068 0.344 0.341

TSFE

Median bias −0.002 −0.001 0.007 0.006 0.004 0.000

Median absolute error 0.063 0.061 0.064 0.067 0.089 0.041
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Table 3: Multiplicative model Design 1b − RE Poisson, CRE Poisson, and TSFE,

Poisson data-generating process with random effects, n = 125

β1 β2 β3 β4 γ1 γ2

RE Poisson

Median bias −0.000 −0.006 0.029 0.038 −0.013 −0.010

Median absolute error 0.125 0.151 0.182 0.186 0.186 0.069

CRE Poisson

Median bias 0.015 0.004 0.017 0.047 −0.006 0.004

Median absolute error 0.203 0.172 0.197 0.218 0.201 0.101

TSFE

Median bias 0.018 0.001 0.007 0.042 0.012 −0.023

Median absolute error 0.198 0.179 0.195 0.219 0.202 0.101

Table 4: P-values of the hypothesis test H0 : γ1 = 0, γ2 = 0.2, n = 125

Bootstrap standard errors

RE Poisson CRE Poisson TSFE

Mean Sd Mean Sd Mean Sd

Design 1a 0.000 0.004 0.000 0.000 0.497 0.300

Design 1a with zeros 0.001 0.006 0.000 0.005 0.458 0.300

Design 1b 0.501 0.295 0.505 0.285 0.503 0.287
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Table 5: Results for RE Poisson, CRE Poisson, and TSFE

RE Poisson CRE Poisson TSFE

Dependent variable: Number of doctor visits

Age × 10−1 −0.283 −0.276 −0.102
(0.212) (0.204) (0.379)

Male −0.194∗∗∗ −0.164∗∗∗ −0.241∗∗∗

(0.036) (0.039) (0.051)

Education −0.020∗∗∗ −0.018∗∗ −0.018∗∗

(0.006) (0.006) (0.007)

Age2 × 10−3 0.420 0.514 0.231
(0.233) (0.319) (0.404)

Married 0.007 0.003 0.004
(0.044) (0.070) (0.071)

Household size −0.025 −0.013 −0.016
(0.014) (0.025) (0.026)

Sport 0.001 −0.027 −0.027
(0.032) (0.039) (0.038)

Good health −0.504∗∗∗ −0.444∗∗∗ −0.439∗∗∗

(0.026) (0.033) (0.030)

Bad health 0.648∗∗∗ 0.600∗∗∗ 0.598∗∗∗

(0.031) (0.032) (0.031)

Social assistance 0.055 0.035 0.036
(0.067) (0.073) (0.075)

Income 0.050 0.012 0.011
(0.038) (0.049) (0.046)

Full-time employed −0.117∗ −0.047 −0.051
(0.048) (0.063) (0.063)

Part-time employed −0.071 0.003 0.001
(0.050) (0.058) (0.057)

Unemployed −0.051 −0.028 −0.030
(0.047) (0.050) (0.050)

Winter −0.001 −0.005 −0.004
(0.035) (0.040) (0.042)

Spring −0.003 −0.010 −0.010
(0.030) (0.034) (0.037)

Fall −0.034 −0.036 −0.038
(0.074) (0.077) (0.089)

Number of observations 20, 969 20, 969 20, 969

Bootstrap standard errors based on 200 replications in parentheses.
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗p < 0.001. All regressions include year dummies.
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Table 6: Design 2a − MPCE for different bandwidths, n = 125

Very small Small Medium Large Very large

Panel A: Performance of estimators

γ1 γ2 γ1 γ2 γ1 γ2 γ1 γ2 γ1 γ2

MB −0.015 −0.108 0.011 −0.125 0.026 −0.119 0.052 −0.105 0.322 −0.111

MAD 0.441 0.650 0.400 0.630 0.408 0.615 0.410 0.582 0.394 0.602

Panel B: P-values of the hypothesis test H0 : γ1 = 2, γ2 = −2

Mean Sd Mean Sd Mean Sd Mean Sd Mean Sd

Analytical 0.916 0.124 0.522 0.282 0.462 0.284 0.454 0.283 0.449 0.280

Bootstrap 0.555 0.268 0.489 0.279 0.477 0.283 0.474 0.283 0.480 0.281

Notes: MB: Median bias, MAD: Median absolute deviation from median.

Table 7: Censored regression model Design 2a − RE Tobit, CRE Tobit, and MPCE

Nonnormally distributed error components

β1 β2 β3 β4 β5 γ1 γ2

n = 125

RE Tobit

Median bias 0.481 −0.123 −0.009 0.009 0.030 0.565 −0.552

Median absolute error 0.481 0.223 0.192 0.183 0.206 0.565 0.613

CRE Tobit

Median bias 0.485 −0.143 −0.006 0.008 0.021 0.596 −0.564

Median absolute error 0.487 0.233 0.197 0.178 0.207 0.598 0.634

MPCE

Median bias 0.037 −0.026 −0.019 −0.031 0.006 0.026 −0.119

Median absolute error 0.248 0.273 0.244 0.239 0.280 0.405 0.573

n = 250

RE Tobit

Median bias 0.481 −0.123 −0.009 0.009 0.030 0.565 −0.552

Median absolute error 0.481 0.223 0.192 0.183 0.206 0.565 0.613

CRE Tobit

Median bias 0.485 −0.143 −0.006 0.008 0.021 0.596 −0.564

Median absolute error 0.487 0.233 0.197 0.178 0.207 0.598 0.634

MPCE

Median bias 0.045 −0.019 −0.036 −0.008 0.063 −0.009 −0.118

Median absolute error 0.204 0.196 0.181 0.164 0.226 0.278 0.459
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Table 8: P-values of the hypothesis test H0 : γ1 = 2, γ2 = −2, n = 125

Bootstrap standard errors

RE Tobit CRE Tobit MPCE

Mean Sd Mean Sd Mean Sd

Design 2a 0.265 0.251 0.310 0.268 0.477 0.283

Design 2b 0.501 0.298 0.501 0.298 0.494 0.292

Table 9: Censored regression model Design 2b − RE Tobit, CRE Tobit, and MPCE,

Normally distributed error components, n = 125

β1 β2 β3 β4 β5 γ1 γ2

RE Tobit

Median bias 0.019 0.004 0.001 0.018 0.017 −0.006 −0.003

Median absolute error 0.183 0.170 0.163 0.174 0.186 0.140 0.182

CRE Tobit

Median bias 0.027 −0.018 −0.011 -0.001 0.002 0.007 0.004

Median absolute error 0.197 0.210 0.183 0.188 0.215 0.180 0.182

MPCE

Median bias 0.004 0.015 −0.011 0.013 0.019 0.012 −0.009

Median absolute error 0.239 0.249 0.228 0.235 0.218 0.168 0.221

Table 10: P-values of the hypothesis test H0 : γ = 2, n = 125

Bootstrap standard errors

RE Tobit CRE Tobit MPCE

Mean Sd Mean Sd Mean Sd

Design 3a 0.244 0.271 0.194 0.239 0.515 0.291

Design 3b 0.508 0.303 0.513 0.301 0.506 0.291
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Table 11: Censored regression model Design 3a − RE Tobit, CRE Tobit, and MPCE,

Normally distributed error components and fixed effects, n = 125

β1 β2 β3 β4 β5 γ

RE Tobit

Median bias 0.670 0.509 0.004 −0.011 −0.111 0.416

Median absolute error 0.670 0.509 0.066 0.068 0.120 0.416

CRE Tobit

Median bias 0.228 0.066 0.006 −0.011 −0.081 0.442

Median absolute error 0.228 0.081 0.074 0.073 0.091 0.442

MPCE

Median bias 0.023 −0.002 0.010 0.006 −0.006 0.047

Median absolute error 0.110 0.100 0.101 0.102 0.115 0.264

Table 12: Censored regression model Design 3b − RE Tobit, CRE Tobit, and MPCE,
Normally distributed error components and random effects, n = 125

β1 β2 β3 β4 β5 γ

RE Tobit

Median bias −0.010 −0.001 0.005 0.001 −0.001 0.009

Median absolute error 0.047 0.039 0.041 0.043 0.046 0.144

CRE Tobit

Median bias −0.009 0.001 0.007 −0.000 −0.004 0.003

Median absolute error 0.050 0.038 0.042 0.045 0.046 0.149

MPCE

Median bias 0.011 −0.009 0.006 −0.008 −0.012 0.018

Median absolute error 0.065 0.051 0.052 0.050 0.052 0.167
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Table 13: Results for RE Tobit, CRE Tobit, MPCE, and Pairwise Comparison

RE Tobit CRE Tobit MPCE Pairwise
small medium large Comparison

bandwidth bandwidth bandwidth

Dependent variable: log wages

Age 0.141∗∗∗ 0.133∗∗∗ 0.105∗∗∗ 0.092∗∗∗ 0.066∗∗∗ 0.086∗∗∗

(0.009) (0.012) (0.014) (0.012) (0.010) (0.012)

Education 0.110∗∗∗ 0.110∗∗∗ 0.073∗∗∗ 0.072∗∗∗ 0.073∗∗∗ 0.021
(0.004) (0.004) (0.005) (0.005) (0.005) (0.021)

Black −0.715∗∗∗ −0.716∗∗∗ −0.556∗∗∗ −0.548∗∗∗ −0.537∗∗∗ −0.770∗∗∗

(0.047) (0.045) (0.057) (0.052) (0.049) (0.217)

Age2 −0.002∗∗∗ −0.002∗∗∗ −0.001∗∗∗ −0.001∗∗∗ −0.001∗∗∗ −0.000∗∗∗

(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

Black × Year 1964 −0.040 −0.040 −0.017 −0.017 −0.017 −0.017
(0.027) (0.030) (0.033) (0.033) (0.033) (0.033)

Black × Year 1970 0.151∗∗∗ 0.151∗∗∗ 0.147∗∗∗ 0.147∗∗∗ 0.147∗∗∗ 0.147∗∗∗

(0.039) (0.038) (0.044) (0.044) (0.044) (0.044)

Black × Year 1971 0.155∗∗∗ 0.154∗∗∗ 0.140∗∗ 0.140∗∗ 0.140∗∗ 0.140∗∗

(0.039) (0.041) (0.046) (0.046) (0.046) (0.046)

Number of observations 33, 720 33, 720 33, 720 33, 720 33, 720 33, 720

Standard errors are in parentheses. Bootstrap standard errors for RE and CRE tobit and Pairwise Comparison are
based on 200 replications. Analytical standard errors are reported for MPCE. ∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗p < 0.001.
All regressions include year dummies.
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Table 14: Panel data models

RE Poisson CRE Poisson TSFE RE Poisson CRE Poisson TSFE

Dependent variable: Trade/10000

Distance −0.253∗∗ −0.394∗∗∗ −0.255 −0.251∗∗ −0.394∗∗∗ −0.254
(0.080) (0.085) (0.139) (0.082) (0.082) (0.139)

Border 2.938∗∗∗ 2.599∗∗∗ 2.391∗∗∗ 2.945∗∗∗ 2.599∗∗∗ 2.396∗∗∗

(0.305) (0.283) (0.412) (0.302) (0.273) (0.412)

Island −0.484 −0.621∗ −0.274 −0.482 −0.621∗ −0.271
(0.328) (0.301) (0.303) (0.294) (0.309) (0.303)

Landlocked −2.768∗∗∗ −2.477∗∗∗ −2.000∗∗∗ −2.765∗∗∗ −2.477∗∗∗ −1.998∗∗∗

(0.266) (0.272) (0.323) (0.268) (0.268) (0.323)

Colony 2.546∗∗∗ 2.115∗∗∗ 1.854∗∗∗ 2.542∗∗∗ 2.114∗∗∗ 1.849∗∗∗

(0.269) (0.224) (0.314) (0.278) (0.238) (0.316)

Same legal system −0.466∗∗∗ −0.202 −0.302∗ −0.466∗∗∗ −0.202 −0.303∗

(0.128) (0.140) (0.120) (0.127) (0.151) (0.120)

Same language −0.414∗∗ −0.493∗∗∗ −0.391∗ −0.420∗∗ −0.492∗∗∗ −0.396∗

(0.133) (0.141) (0.181) (0.135) (0.142) (0.182)

Same religion −0.620∗∗∗ −1.076∗∗∗ −0.234 −0.618∗∗∗ −1.076∗∗∗ −0.235
(0.162) (0.176) (0.129) (0.174) (0.189) (0.129)

CU −0.226 −0.223 −0.222
(0.169) (0.229) (0.330)

FTA 0.199 0.194 0.194 0.199 0.194 0.194
(0.136) (0.125) (0.132) (0.123) (0.123) (0.132)

WTO none −0.565∗∗∗ −0.515∗∗ −0.513∗∗ −0.565∗∗∗ −0.515∗ −0.513∗∗

(0.159) (0.195) (0.169) (0.170) (0.213) (0.169)

WTO both 0.176∗∗ 0.149∗∗ 0.149∗∗ 0.176∗∗ 0.149∗∗ 0.148∗∗

(0.058) (0.053) (0.051) (0.055) (0.054) (0.051)

Bootstrap standard errors based on 200 replications in parentheses.
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗p < 0.001. All regressions include year dummies.
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Table 15: Three-step estimation

RE Poisson CRE Poisson 3SE

Dependent variable: Trade/10000

Distance (in logs) −0.364∗∗∗ −0.490∗∗∗ −0.700∗∗∗

(0.066) (0.071) (0.048)

Border 3.142∗∗∗ 3.180∗∗∗ 0.674∗∗

(0.276) (0.452) (0.218)

Island −0.582 −0.442 −0.250
(0.438) (0.371) (0.211)

Landlocked 0.714∗ 0.738∗ 0.510∗

(0.309) (0.309) (0.222)

Colony 2.588∗∗∗ 2.240∗∗∗ 0.472∗∗∗

(0.264) (0.210) (0.106)

Same legal system −0.497∗∗∗ −0.194 0.347∗∗∗

(0.121) (0.127) (0.082)

Same language −0.591∗∗∗ −0.720∗∗∗ −0.121
(0.120) (0.125) (0.106)

Same religion −0.636∗∗∗ −1.098∗∗∗ −0.476∗

(0.147) (0.183) (0.184)

FTA 0.198 0.194 0.194∗∗

(0.135) (0.124) (0.056)

WTO none −0.562∗∗∗ −0.513∗∗ −0.513∗∗∗

(0.160) (0.193) (0.125)

WTO both 0.177∗∗ 0.149∗∗ 0.148∗

(0.058) (0.052) (0.053)

Island i 0.008 −0.190 0.217

Landlocked i −2.000 −1.929 −1.901

Island j −0.288 −0.394 −0.194

Landlocked j −2.052 −1.888 −1.995

Bootstrap standard errors based on 200 replications in parentheses.
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001. All regressions include year
dummies.
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Table 16: Three-step multiplicative model Design 4 − RE Poisson, CRE Poisson, and 3SE,

n = 158, T = 10

β1 β2 γ1 γ2 δ1 δ2 δ3 δ4

RE Poisson

Median bias −0.000 −0.000 0.663 0.002 −0.000 −0.001 0.003 0.001

Median absolute error 0.011 0.010 0.663 0.010 0.019 0.019 0.019 0.020

CRE Poisson

Median bias −0.000 −0.001 0.664 0.001 0.000 −0.000 0.003 0.001

Median absolute error 0.011 0.010 0.664 0.009 0.019 0.018 0.019 0.020

3SE

Median bias −0.000 −0.001 −0.000 0.002 0.001 −0.001 0.009 0.002

Median absolute error 0.011 0.010 0.013 0.013 0.057 0.054 0.057 0.056
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